No: EDN-H(2)B(6)1-2020-NM
Directorate of Elementary Education
Himachal Pradesh Lal Pani Shimla.

Dated Shimla-171001 the August 2020

Order

Whereas, Sh. Ajay Kumar TGT (NM) was transferred with the prior approval of the competent authority from GSSS Rajiana (KGR) to GHS Badhia (KGR) vide this office Directorate order of even no dated 20.7.2020 vice Sh. Rajeev Bhushan TGT (NM) and whereas, inadvertently again one Sh. Vikas Chaudhary TGT (NM) was transferred from GHS Jogipur (KGR) to GHS Bhadiara vice Sh. Rajeev Bhushan and whereas, Sh. Vikas Chaudhary TGT (NM) has already joined in GHS Bhadiara(KGR), hence, Sh. Ajay Kumar TGT (NM) who is u/t from GSSS Rajiana (KGR) to GHS Bhadiara(KGR) is hereby surplus and further adjusted in GSSS Darini (KGR) against vacancy.

Copy Endst. No. even dated Shimla-1, the
Copy forwarded for information and necessary action to the:-
1. All the Dy. Director of Elementary Education as mentioned above.
2. All the Principals/ Headmasters as mentioned above. He/ She will also ensure that the joining and relieving report is sent by him/ her to Dy. Director of Elementary Education and to this Directorate immediately, on joining/ relieving of the official concerned.
3. Transfer of teachers on contract basis/ Para teacher may not be implemented vice regular teacher.
4. The Nodal officer (IT).
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